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By Taylor Barbato

Our society constantly tries to balance comfort while staying
fashionable. Fashion trends are changing faster than ever with
today’s social media, where we experience the pressure to an
even higher standard of how to be fashionable. Whether it is
through  youtube  videos,  Pinterest  or  Instagram  models  our
newsfeed are continuously updating as our confidence may be
weakening. With Spring around the corner we hope to see trends
that are more consistent and comfortable. Many of these short-
lived trends tend to be extremely uncomfortable. So where does
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one cross the line between comfort and fashionable?

Slim-Sation has no line and builds
your confidence!

Slim-Sation focuses on creating trendy pants while using a
flexible  tummy  control  panel  to  give  you  a  slimming  look
without feeling uncomfortable and constricted. The clothing
line  offers  both  formal  and  casual  pants,  anything  from
shorts, leggings, capris and jeans. The way the pants contour
your waist, accentuate your hips and slim down your tummy
gives off the feeling of being 10 pounds lighter.

Related Link: If You’re Looking to Have a Good Time Don’t Be
Uncomfortable!

Women’s Long Leggings  

Leggings are always pretty easy to wear but leggings by Slim
Sation include a contoured waistband for all day comfort. Wear
them to work, around the house and even for a date night. The
sophisticated color allows you to mix and match with any item
in your closet. The Women’s Long Leggings is a reasonable
price of $66, are washable, has a 28″ inseam and is made out
of cotton and spandex, the perfect combination of comfortable
and confident.

Related Link: Rock the “Dress-Over-Pants” Fashion Trend This
Fall With Celebrity Stylist Alexa Taylor

Boyfriend Jeans 

Rock Slim Sation’s boyfriend jeans while feeling comfortable
and relaxed. The jeans have a contoured waistband and the
perfect cuff detailing with stationary roll styling. Wear them
around the house, running last minute errands and even to
lunch  with  the  girls.  Only  $64  dollars  for  a  pair  of
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comfortable yet fashionable jeans you can wear all year long.

Don’t let fashion limit you this spring! With these awesome
pants, you can feel confident and not worry about how many
holiday cookies you ate last season. Explore Slim-Stations
innovative  slimming  technology  to  make  you  look  and  feel
fabulous!


